Introduction
If management scholars are familiar with the name C. Bertrand Thompson (1882 Thompson ( -1969 , it is either as a scientific-management bibliographer (Greenwood and Greenwood, 1976) or as a disciple of Frederick W. Taylor (Greenwood, 1984) . Both are accurate descriptions, but fail to convey the complexities and contributions of Thompson's life and work. By drawing on rarely accessed published and unpublished materials, we develop a portrait of a unique man of significant accomplishment, whose contributions as a pioneer management theorist and consultant deserve to be more widely known and more deeply appreciated. Knowing more about Thompson's life and work will, perhaps, lead others to agree with the remarks of French consulting engineer Paul Planus (1964) who, after working together in France, described
Thompson as, "the most remarkable man that I ever met" (p. 40; also see Planus, 1965) .
_______________________ Insert Thompson Photo Here _______________________

Thompson's background
Clarence Bertrand Thompson was born April 12, 1882, in Denver, Colorado to Medora Gertrude Thompson (née Reed), a domestic servant, and James Beauregard Thompson, a hotel waiter. His parents had met in Boston, in the 1860s, where James worked as a jeweler; they married in 1873 (Massachusetts Town and Vital Records, 1873 ) and moved to Denver in 1880.
An older sister, Beatrice Sumner Thompson, named for the abolitionist Charles Sumner, was born in 1874. 1 impressed his teachers; after only a few months, George Herbert Palmer, Alford professor of natural religion, moral philosophy, and civil polity, wrote: "He has shown himself a superb scholar and a man of dignity and power. His capacity for work is exceptional and his swift intelligence is equal to it" (Salem Evening News, 1906, 17 October) . E. C. Moore, Plummer
Professor of Christian Morals commented: "I have rarely had a man of his fitness for practical work or his capacity for executive work and leadership" (Salem Evening News, 1906, 17 October). Thompson's senior thesis, which Harvard philosophés Josiah Royce and George Santayana recommended for "Degree with Distinction," was accepted by the Department of Philosophy. 3 Thompson earned his Harvard A.M. degree in Economics in 1909. The first Dean of the Harvard Business School, Edwin F. Gay, would later describe Thompson, as did all who knew him, as "a talented fellow" (E. F. Gay to J. L. Lowes, n.d.).
While a Harvard undergraduate, Thompson continued his interest in organized religion, and, on October 17, 1906, was ordained and installed as Pastor of the First Unitarian Church of Peabody, Massachusetts (Salem Evening News, 1906, 17 October). 4 The church was an offshoot of the Congregational Church of Peabody and had attracted numerous wealthy, educated, liberal members of the community (B. P. Doucette, personal communication, January 4, 2013) . In many respects, Thompson's ministry was a success: a renovation and refurbishing of the church, adding new members, increasing revenue, and delivering notable sermons and evening lectures (The Christian Register, 1908) . As noted by Barbara P. Doucette, Peabody (MA) Historical
Society & Museum, the local newspaper published every one of Thompson's sermons because they were dynamic and "futuristic" (personal communication, January 4, 2013 ). Thompson's lectures and sermons merged topics in economics and religion, with titles such as "Labor and
Labor Unions" (Salem Evening News 1907b) and "Labor, Capital and the Public" (Salem Evening News 1907c)". Notable also was his rapid delivery, rising to 200 words per minute at times; despite speed and subject, his oratory was characterized as optimistic and he attracted large audiences, even for evening lectures.
The published summaries of Thompson's evening lectures provide an early record of his views on labor and labor unions, capital and the economy, from the time he was a college student.
In his lectures, Thompson reasoned that at no time in history was it more apparent than in the early 20th century that no man stands alone; interdependence between people was made more obvious by the march of democracy. Labor needs capital and capital needs labor for both to survive. He further held that it is natural for labor to combine, as natural as it is for capital to combine, and for workers to form unions (Salem Evening News, 1907, 21 October) . Thus, his lifelong insistence that labor was necessary and should be part of the implementation of scientific management was based on principles espoused long before he had been met the "father of scientific management," Fred Taylor, or observed contemporary workplaces. The lectures formed the foundation for his first book, The Churches and the Wage Earners (1909) , and the basis for his relationship with workers and unions throughout his career. The book also summarized Thompson's concerns with organized religion's role vis-à-vis work and the complexities of economic activity in the industrial workplace. Issues of labor, management, ownership, social class and status, equality and much more are addressed in much the same way and with many of the same conclusions as voiced in his evening lectures and sermons.
Thompson and Kennedy were married by the pastor emeritus of the First Unitarian
Church of Peabody on February 6, 1907 . Announcement of their marriage prompted opposition based on the "discrepancy in age and her previous divorce" 5 ; yet the church community generously gifted the couple (Salem Evening News, 1907, 10 February) . Despite his many ministerial successes, Thompson was concerned that some church members sought counseling elsewhere. On principle, he submitted a letter of resignation, and then agreed, at the insistence of the church's congregation, to stay another year; he finally resigned his ministry on May 11, 1908.
A contemporary news account notes that Thompson's final tenure was the third of three short ministries at the church: "lack of harmony and failure to give the minister united support has been the causes of all these short pastorates" (Salem Evening News, 1908, 11 May 
Thompson and the Harvard lectures
While pursuing his master's degree, Thompson served as an assistant in the Harvard University Economics Department (Greenwood and Greenwood, 1976) . It was at this time that he "discovered" being "rather more interested in real business than in the theory about it" (Harvard Class of 1908 , 1933 Taylor's Shop Management (1903) . He was so taken by Taylor's "taskmanagement" system that he arranged for the Chamber to invite Taylor to lecture in Boston Taylor's Shop Management (1903) , which had caught the attention of the engineering school faculty as an applied approach to industrial management. Sabine and Gay visited Taylor's home in Germantown, Pennsylvania, listened to Taylor lecture on "task management," and toured local
Philadelphia firms that had installed the Taylor System (Cruikshank, 1987, pp. 56-58) . Gay asked Taylor to teach his system at the Harvard Business School, although Taylor was "openly skeptical" about whether his system could be taught in a classroom. Eventually Taylor agreed and, initially giving two lectures in spring, 1909, as part of Business 17a, returning the check for $100 that had been sent to reimburse him for his services (Cruikshank, 1987, p.58 
Copeland, a member of the Harvard Business School faculty, recalled that Business 17a was "new . . . newsworthy. It was concrete, dealing with specific factory problems, and to many it seemed to provide something of a formula for management" (Copeland, 1958, p.26) . By this time, the Taylor System had received widespread publicity from both Harrington Emerson's claim at the 1910 Eastern Rate Case hearings before the Interstate Commerce Commission that the railroads petitioning for a rate increase could save a million-dollars a day by applying the newly named scientific management, and the August, 1911, International Association of Machinists strike at the U.S. Army Arsenal at Watertown, Massachusetts (Aitken, 1985; Evidence Taken, 1911 Gilbreth place "a clock with a large dial and the hands running in hundreds of a minute and place it in the midst of the group . . . take moving pictures of the whole set-up" (Thompson, 1966, p. 1 (Greenwood and Greenwood, 1976, p.5) Tabor Company was considered "the most celebrated demonstration ground and school connected with the scientific management movement" (Drury, 1915, p.134 Thompson agreed, but felt Barth was developing "a violent antipathy" toward him because he was "an obstacle to the entrance of his son into the [Taylor] group" (Thompson, 1966, p.1 (Thompson, 1966, pp. 1-2) . Gray refused and dismissed Barth's son, Christian, further fueling Barth's wrath. Barth threatened Thompson, telling him "he would make it impossible for me to work in the Taylor System in America and that it would be useless for me to appeal to Hathaway and Cooke as he would do the same for them if they tried to interfere" (Thompson, 1966, p.2) . for the workers to be observed by an experienced time-study expert to verify that they had properly learned their new skills. Elementary time study was then to be supplemented by a second analysis of worker motions, workplace tools, and an allowance for worker fatigue.
Spreading the word
Thompson added: "It must be pointed out here that the mere possession of a stop watch does not constitute elementary time study" (Thompson, 1914, p. 409 ). Thompson's procedure for implementing the Taylor System was incisive and, if applied as prescribed, would have arguably avoided misunderstandings such as had occurred at Watertown Arsenal (Aitken, 1985) .
A British reaction to the Taylor System
The widespread notoriety of Taylor Sociological Society, Edward Cadbury, president of the family-owned eponymous chocolate manufacturing firm, was critical of scientific management for its lack of employee participation and social-welfare plans, such as those adopted by the Cadbury firm. He also maintained that scientific management caused physical strain on workers, cast aside collective bargaining over wages, and, further, with its payment of an incentive wage, would increase productivity and, as a result (reminiscent of the 19th century Luddite argument), would increase unemployment as fewer employees would be required to achieve the same output (Cadbury, 1914) . 6 Other participants in the symposium, papers and discussion of which were reproduced in The editor of The Sociological Review asked Taylor for a response. Taylor was brief:
"Cadbury had made a very earnest and impartial effort to represent fairly the principles of Scientific Management . . . However, he [Cadbury] has never taken the trouble to personally investigate a company which was actually running under those principles, and that he, therefore,
is not competent to judge [scientific management]" (Taylor, 1914, pp. 266-267 ). Taylor felt more should be said and asked Thompson to reply to Cadbury's criticisms.
Thompson's response offered point-by-point refutations of Cadbury's critique.
Thompson added, however, if a trade union was in place and bargained over hours of work, wages, and working conditions: "There is no reason why improvements . . . [through scientific management] cannot be the basis of collective bargaining and worked out by mutual agreement" (Thompson, 1914b, p. 325 "experienced and technically trained chronometrists" for time study, but cautioned, "a stop watch
[should] not [be] used at all until a preliminary motion study has been made" to simplify the operations being studied" (Thompson, 1915, pp. 276-277 show quick results; none of the failures could be attributed "to difficulty with workmen -and this independently of whether the workers were organized or not" (Thompson, 1915, p. 305 Thompson that Taylor was in the hospital and "unlikely to attend to any matters of business".
Taylor died unexpectedly from pneumonia three days later on March 21, 1915.
Thompson becomes a persona non grata in the Taylor group
Although Taylor had disagreements with Thompson, he sometimes passed over them, such as the hand-written note about being perhaps too critical when described as an "autocrat" in War (1914 War ( -1918 The Great War was in its third year when Thompson arrived in France. Scientific management before 1914 had not been received well because of hasty installations by untrained "consultants," union opposition, strikes at the Renault Frères and Berliet automobile factories, and unfavorable publicity in both the popular and the socialist press. Fridenson (1987) has noted that the pressure of war created a favorable environment for the Taylor System to be introduced in munitions and armaments factories, as well as those producing war materiel. Shells of all calibers, rifles, cannon, and gunpowder required a batch manufacturing process where planning, routing, and dispatching of work and other Taylor ideas were appropriate. Albert Thomas, a
Thompson and the Great
French socialist and influential in the French labor movement was made Director of Artillery in September, 1914, and succeeded in fostering labor-management cooperation by assuring organized labor that scientific management was not a weapon to destroy unions, and national defense was more important than the narrow class interests of employers. Thomas's thinking paralleled that of Thompson who felt "Labor unions may and should assist in the determination of standardized conditions of a day's work and its attainment, and that the existence of the unions is and will continue to be to maintain an adequate wage" (Thompson, 1917, p. 269) .
Thomas was named Undersecretary of Munitions and Armaments in May 1915, and
asked Le Chatelier to be in charge of improving the quality of French ordnance (Moutet, 1985) .
Shells sometimes exploded prematurely and weapons would misfire. Quality was a critical factor, but wasted raw materials prevented an increase in production. "The result was so disastrous that it appeared from the beginning of 1915, that to increase production, it was first necessary to reduce the percentage of waste [because] to produce five thousand shells [of acceptable quality] it could require the production as high as thirty thousand" (Moutet, 1985, p.73 (Thompson, 1920a) . He told his audience "scientific management is not a universal solution, a panacea for all the ills of humanity . . . [and] needed the participation and knowledge of the worker" (Thompson, 1920a, pp.16-17) . In his comments,
Thompson referred to the "Taylor-Thompson System," which suggests he had become the "impure Taylorite" he had described in his correspondence with Cooke. Thompson also addressed the Société de ingéniéurs civils in an effort to draw further attention to scientific management. The Great War ended on November 11, 1918, and Thompson, subsequently, turned his attention to establishing his own consulting firm. Thompson explained how the Taylor . With his first consulting work at Nancy, it was clear that the "Taylor-Thompson System" would cooperate with organized labor. The precise number of consultants in Thompson's practice is unknown, but Paul Planus, whom he met earlier during the Great War at the Munitions Ministry, was probably among the first. Planus's initial consulting assignment was at the Munitions Ministry's weapons factory at Saint-Étienne. He recalls producing a report of his work and that after reading it, Thompson tossed it in the wastebasket. "I protested, saying that the situation described was accurate because everything in this plant was carried out according to strictly established administrative regulations" (Planus, 1964, p. 3 (Planus, 1964, p. 3) .
Thompson et compagnie: Bureaux de conseil en organisation scientifique
The Compagnie des chemins de fer de l' Est (the French Eastern Railway Company) was another Thompson company assignment. He was asked to study the costs associated with the company's marshaling yards, where incoming rail cars were sorted by destination and reassembled for departure on outgoing tracks. Thompson's findings resulted in "reducing expenses of the company to a very considerable extent" and a new wage incentive plan (Devinat, 1927, p. 241 ).
Thompson not only collaborated with other members of his consultancy, but former clients. He wrote a number of papers (Thompson, 1930) (Scruggs and Howard, n.d.) .According to Devinat (1927) , Director of L'organisation scientifique du travail en Europe, Thompson was considered to be the best-known consultant in France.
Thompson, Planus, and Suzanne Garcin-Guynet
Among Thompson's colleagues were two fellow consultants who would carry the Taylor Suzanne Garcin-Guynet. Garcin-Guynet also began her work with Thompson and, likewise, later established her own consultancy. She had been an employee of the Mannestamp Forges (iron-works) for 19 years before joining Thompson in 1923 (Moutet, 1997 . Selfeducated, Thompson trained Garcin-Guynet in the Taylor-Thompson System. Garcin-Guynet's first publication was a paper presented at a meeting of the Comité national de l'organisation français in1928 on the application of time study in a specialty steel plant (Garcin-Guynet, 1928) .
In 1916, a private school, the Haut enseignement commercial pour les jeunes filles, was established to teach young women stenography and typing and "other practical subjects," such as, bookkeeping (Delorme-Hoechstetter, 2000) . The acronym for this school (HEC) greatly resembled the well-known Haute études commeriales, which admitted only males and was established in 1881, the same year as the Wharton School of Finance and Economy at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. To avoid confusion, the Paris Chamber of Commerce, which owned the 'real' HEC, purchased the Haut enseignement commercial pour les jeunes filles, creating HEC-JF. In 1928, Garcin-Guynet began to collaborate with HEC and well-known consultants such as International Labour Office director Paul Devinat and Wallace Clark (a member of Henry L. Gantt's consulting firm), in an annual series of conferences on accounting, economics, and other business subjects. "Intended for female employees in industry, the conferences became, in fact, a license for company directors to initiate their engineers in the methods of organization" (Moutet, 1997, p. 33) .
After the 1929 conference, Garcin-Guynet returned to her position in Thompson's consultancy, developed statistical records for planning and controlling production orders, office management through record keeping, and organizing for office machinery (Garcin-Guynet, 1931) . In 1932, Garcin-Guynet resigned from Thompson's firm to begin her own consulting practice. She continued to advise firms in office automation and the analysis of office work (Garcin-Guynet, 1956 ). In 1954, she returned to organizing conferences for young women and did so for 15 years before retiring. She is considered to be a pioneer among French consultants and in preparing young women for business careers. At the same time, Thompson was concerned that some consultants in France were "shameless fakers, mostly unemployed bookkeepers, who solicited clients from house to house and got quite a number of them at bargain rates" (Thompson, 1940b, p. 171) , but created a bad image for the Taylor System. He worried that the wider scientific management spread, the thinner it got and commented that he was aware of instances where "[a]ny improvement in practice, such as the installation of an adding machine, or even a telephone was referred to as 'Taylorization'" (Thompson, 1940b, p.171 ).
Thompson's reflections went beyond France to other nations and their acceptance or nonacceptance of scientific management. In England, he felt the situation never changed due to "the almost invincible conservatism of the British temperament." Indeed, he remarked that scientific management "was so emasculated that when I first saw some so-called examples of the Taylor System in England in 1922 I could not recognize them." (Thompson, 1940b, p.171) In Germany, Thompson was asked to reorganize the General Electric Company (Allgemeine Elektrizitäts Gesellschaft). He wrote, "Before beginning time study I put [asked] the question of bonus payments and met on this score the irreducible opposition both of the directors and of the labor unions; and as I refused to establish tasks without the guarantee of supplementary payment to the worker, my work stopped at this point" (Thompson, 1940b, p. 171) . To Thompson's dismay, German industry had agreements with labor organizations to provide the same pay for the same class of work and prohibited bonus payments.
Italy was a disappointment. Thompson wrote, "Their [Italy's] practice . . . rarely goes beyond the paper stage" and commented that organized labor and the Fascist government of Benito Mussolini rejected the study of scientific management (Thompson, 1940b, p. 174) . In Belgium, scientific management was primarily used in the textile industry by Edmond Landauer (Urwick, 1956, pp. 242-244) . In Poland, Karol Adamiecki represented his country on the International Committee for Scientific Management (CIOS) and in 1896 had developed a "harmonogram" for better planning, but his work was never widely accessible and he received little credit outside of his native land (Marsh, 1975 On the eve of World War II, however, Thompson returned to France and volunteered his services to the Air Ministry. The French, in Thompson's opinion, had delayed preparing for possible conflict "until the war clouds became too threatening to be ignored" (Thompson, 1940a, p. 17) . Thompson was soon frustrated in his efforts to prepare the Air Ministry for war: "After a few months of struggle with the henchmen of Pierre Cot, the communist Minister of Air, I
escaped from Paris just before the Germans entered the city [June, 1940] " (Thompson, 1966, p. 3 Retiring from management consulting, Thompson spent the remainder of his career as a biochemical researcher (Greenwood, 1984 (Reynolds, n.d.) and Russian novelist Vladimir V. Nabokov with an original interpretation of a Mikhail Lermontov poem set to music (Boyd, 1993 It is difficult to summarize the life of a man with such diverse interests and experiences.
Management historians have written that "he was an ideal teacher -he gave his associates the direction to develop lucid, experienced, and imaginative management" (Greenwood, 1984, p. 351). Nabokov said Thompson "could speak more interestingly and knowledgeably on virtually any subject" (V. Nabokov to Vera Nabokov, October 25, 1932) . 11 Political theorists Jerome B.
McKinney and Lawrence C. Howard called Thompson "a renaissance man" (1998, p. 150) .
Lisbeth Thompson (1967) Thompson's accomplishments are many yet his greater significance may lie with the institutions he established. He was among the first to establish the practice of management consulting in France and left behind a number of highly trained consultants and well established practices to serve clients successfully; his consulting took him throughout Europe. He also modeled the path to consulting success: he understood deeply the concepts underpinning scientific management yet modified its implementation to fit the culture and context in which they will operate. Before Thompson, Taylorism had been tried then dismissed in Great Britain; it had led to strikes in France. Because Thompson recognized the importance of context and modified how Taylorism was introduced to fit the prevailing situation, he was the first to successfully implement scientific management in Europe.
Thompson was successful in his many careers, even those he abandoned, and always operated within his own value system. As a Unitarian minister in Massachusetts, he expressed profound respect for labor; this continued to be reflected in his consulting practices when he demanded that, before a consulting engagement, he would meet with labor and management first and even work with a union delegate at his side . Thompson shifted from what many saw as Taylor's narrow focus on organizational efficiency to a broader, fundamentally more important and difficult goal of bringing management and labor together; for Thompson, only then could the optimal result, including a fair distribution, truly be realized. Thus, Thompson, with his lifelong humanistic interests and varied background, went beyond a technical approach to improving the industrial workplace to consider the interplay of management and worker (Kinney and Howard, 1998, p. 150 ).
Thompson was an "impure Taylorite," yet, all Taylor's disciples lacked purity. In a study of 29 industrial installations of scientific management by Taylor disciples before 1915, each disciple demonstrated "individual specialization within an overall pattern of conformity to
Taylor's ideas" (Nelson, 1974, p. System, 1914 System, , pp. 1388 System, -1389 . Making management and workers understand that they share common interests that require collaboration not strife was, as saw it, the true Taylor doctrine and one he lived by throughout his professional life.
Thompson made many contributions to management thought and practice, most of which previously have not been highlighted in the referent literature. He was also a key figure in the development of management consulting in France and then Europe. Like almost all biographies, the present effort is incomplete. We encourage future research that will (1) add to our appreciation of a significant contributor to early management thinking; (2) further explore the roots of management consulting in Europe; and (3) 
